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Easter at Glosser's
Robert Jeschonek
Step back in time to Easter, 1935 at Glosser Bros. Department Store in Johnstown, Pennsylvania. The
display windows bloom with brightly colored decorations, and the smell of roasting peanuts fills the air.
Each child gets a free baby chick for the holiday, and a rabbit comes with the purchase of each boys’ suit.
When eight-year-old Owen Talisman gets his free (yet priceless) Easter pets, life with his special new bunny
takes a surprising twist that changes everything. Decades later, Owen faces another turning point, one that
could take away his hopes and dreams forever. But his great-grandson, and the magic of Easter at Glosser’s,
refuse to give up on him. Don't miss this new Easter classic by Robert Jeschonek, award-winning author of
LONG LIVE GLOSSER’S and CHRISTMAS AT GLOSSER’S. What Readers Say About LONG LIVE
GLOSSER’S by Robert Jeschonek "It's a trip down memory lane you don't want to miss." – Arlene Johns,
JOHNSTOWN MAGAZINE "As someone who went to Glosser's when I was a kid, it brought back many
fond memories." – Lawrence P Endler, Amazon Reviewer "This book tells it like it WAS! I grew up in
Johnstown Pa. and this is exactly how I remember Glosser's." – J E Vann, Amazon Reviewer "We love the
book. Very well done." – Dennis Bowen, Amazon Reviewer
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Easter at Glosser's Summary Details
Easter at Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek ebook read online.
This Easter at Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek book is simply not ordinary book, you have after that it the
world is in your hands. The benefit you will get by reading this book is usually information inside this ebook incredible fresh, you will get information which is getting deeper an individual read a lot of
information you will get. This kind of Easter at Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek without we recognize teach
the one who studying it become critical in imagining and analyzing. Don’t become worry Easter at Glosser's
by Robert Jeschonek can bring whenever you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves’ become
full because you can have it within your lovely laptop even telephone. This Easter at Glosser's by Robert
Jeschonek having great arrangement in word as well as layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Editorial
The book Easter at Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek has a lot info on it. So when you check out this book you
can get a lot of advantage. The book was published by the very famous author. This articles author makes
some research ahead of write this book. This book very easy to read you may get the point easily after
looking over this book. The book Easter at Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek can give more knowledge and
information about everything you want. So just why must we leave the good thing like a book Easter at
Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek? Some of you have a different opinion about book. But one aim that will book
can give many details for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to closer with the book. Knowledge or
facts that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other; you could share all of these. Book Easter at
Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and large function for
you. You can seem the enormous world by available and read a book. So it is very wonderful. Easter at
Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek
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Easter at Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek Reader Review Online
Step back in time to Easter, 1935 at Glosser Bros. Department Store in Johnstown, Pennsylvania. The
display windows bloom with brightly colored decorations, and the smell of roasting peanuts fills the air.
Each child gets a free baby chick for the holiday, and a rabbit comes with the purchase of each boys’ suit.
When eight-year-old Owen Talisman gets his free (yet priceless) Easter pets, life with his special new bunny
takes a surprising twist that changes everything. Decades later, Owen faces another turning point, one that
could take away his hopes and dreams forever. But his great-grandson, and the magic of Easter at Glosser’s,
refuse to give up on him. Don't miss this new Easter classic by Robert Jeschonek, award-winning author of
LONG LIVE GLOSSER’S and CHRISTMAS AT GLOSSER’S. What Readers Say About LONG LIVE
GLOSSER’S by Robert Jeschonek "It's a trip down memory lane you don't want to miss." – Arlene Johns,
JOHNSTOWN MAGAZINE "As someone who went to Glosser's when I was a kid, it brought back many
fond memories." – Lawrence P Endler, Amazon Reviewer "This book tells it like it WAS! I grew up in
Johnstown Pa. and this is exactly how I remember Glosser's." – J E Vann, Amazon Reviewer "We love the
book. Very well done." – Dennis Bowen, Amazon Reviewer Easter at Glosser's by Robert Jeschonek
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